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NEWsLETTER

CANCON
is shaping up
May is a topical month for Europeans,

also for cancer control!
May is in many ways a vivid working month with full swing. As our Cancon programmes
start to shape up, the European Union is preparing for parliamentary elections. We are
prepared, too – Cancon programme experts plan to meet with new MEPs in autumn.
Kick-off meeting on survivorship and rehabilitation is 14 May in Paris, at Institut National du
Cancer, welcomed by president Agnès Buzyn from the Institut.
To screen or not to screen? And how is this done in Europe? Good questions for screening
kick-off meeting in Helsinki 22–23 May.
On the last week of May we will have European Week Against Cancer, 25-31 May. Find out
more from here @CancerLeagues and @2014CanCon.
Did you know that CanCon is a European Union co-funded project 2014-2017?
We have just started so if you are interested, please contact the coordinator cancer.control@nijz.si
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FIRST STAKEHOLDER

FORUM IN JUNE

The first CANCON Stakeholder Forum (formerly known as Related
Initiative Working Group/Forum), which will be held in the conference room of the Belgian Ministry of Health in Brussels on Friday,
6 June 2014.
If you have since added any collaborating partners to your WP,
please do let the coordinator know and they will send an invitation
to this meeting.

Three ways
to spread
the word!

1
2
3

DOWNLOAD
OUR LOGO
ADD A LINK
USE HASHTAG
#2014CANCON

NETWORK ANALYSIS

WHY AND HOW?
Many of your have received an email about network analysis. This
invitation is one of the tools for WP2 Dissemination. We need
to analyse outreach and this is why we have send an invitation to
participate.
If you have received this email, please do respond soon! We need
the results for communications planning. A warm thank to all of
you who have already responded.

FOLLOW US

Follow us on Twitter @2014CanCon, #2014CanCon
If you are not on Twitter, ask someone from your office to join.

This newsletter comes from the Cancer Society of Finland, which is responsible for communications of the
CANCON and is a member of the Association of the European Cancer Leagues @CancerLeagues.

World no tobacco day 31 May ›
News from Colorectal Cancer Days ›

Co-funded by
the Health Programme
of the European Union

Cancon communications team, Cancer Society of Finland.
This newsletter arises from the CANCON Joint Action, which has received funding
from the European Union in the framework of the Health Programme.
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